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ABSTRACT
Determinates of Success in an
ALC Classroom
April Berthiaume
June sth, 7,007
Action Research Project
Students who attend an Alternative Learning Center (ALC) do so for a variety of reasons-
They may arrive due to a deficit in credit, teen parent status, at-risk of dropping out, or
behavioral issues. Once at the ALC many students comment that they are more
successful, than they were in their main public high school. This study is an effort to
understand what factors take place in my classroom at the ALC that increases the level of
success felt by the students. Through open ended interviewing ten students shared their
experiences in my classroom regarding the practices that I, as their teacher, engage in
helps them to feel successful. Four key themes emerged from the student interviews
conceming what I do in my classroom to help students feel successful.
Recommendations based on the findings include ways that I can and should modiff my
classroom practices to increase student success.
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Chapter One:
Introduction
I have been teaching at an Area Learning Center (ALC) for the past six years.
While at the ALC I have heard many testimonials from students regarding why the ALC
was "better" than the main public school. They claim the ALC is "better" because they
earn more credit and get better grades than they did at their home high school. This
research is an attempt to understand more in depth why the ALC is better than the main
high school from a student perspective. As a teacher I believe that my actions in the
classroom have a significant impact on student success. The main thrust of the research
is to try and discover the underlying reasons why or if students experience success in my
classroom at the ALC.
General Background
The Area Learning Center (ALC) is located in a metro area school district. The
purpose of the ALC is to provide education for students who are not successful at the
main public high schools in the district. Students may come to the ALC for a variety of
reasons but the main reason students attend the ALC is because of academic failure at the
main public high school. The students at the ALC are usually deficient in credit and need
to make up credits in order to graduate on time. The ALC offers students accelerated
credit opportunities and smaller class sizes. Students may choose to come to the ALC or
students may be required to come to the ALC by the administration of the rnain public
schools in the district. Thirty percent of our students are from districts other than the
district in which the ALC is located. Seventy percent of our students are from the district
in which the ALC is located. Currently there are one hundred and sixty-nine students
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enrolled at the ALC, ninety-eight of whom are in the twelfth grade, there are forty-six
students in the eleventh grade, eighteen students in the tenth grade, and six students who
are ninth graders.
Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this study is to determine what makes the secondary at-risk learner
successful in the classroom. In this study the terms at-risk and successful will be defined
as follows: "At-risk learners" are students in the ninth through twelfth grade who are in
danger of not meeting the state of Minnesota's graduation requirements, are potential
dropouts, teen parents, or any combination of the aforementioned items. "Successful"
will be defined as students who complete enough work to earn credit during a six-week
class. In an article written by Rich Grimes (2006) entitled "Creating CHAOS for Smart,
Troubled High Riskers" a further description of at-risk youth is used which characterizes
my students very well. Grimes (2006) states "Anger, fear, self doubt, frustration,
boredom, and a sense of hopelessness, characterize students perceived as high risk.
Lacking internal coping mechanisms-patience, resiliency, adaptability, and most
important, trust, many give in to oppositional behavior and, in turn, give up on learning"
(p. 21).
Guiding Ouestions
I conducted an initial survey of the literature in the area of student success and
ALC's, which led me to decide on the topic of the success of ALC students in my
classroom. After conducting student interviews about success in my classroom four
themes emerged. These four areas were: classroom management, instructional delivery,
assigned work, and student teacher relationships.
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After the four themes emerged from student interviews I began to develop some
guiding questions in each of the four areas. These questions allowed me to go back and
clarify points with the students who were interviewed. In addition, these questions
helped me to narrow my investigation for the literature review.
Classroom management provided the first area of focus. Do the students perceive
my disciplinary practices as fair? Do I practice unfair classroom management? How,
when, and where do these things occur? How do I correct any issues so that students can
feel safe enough in my class to take academic risks? The other side of this issue is the
Ceterrence of behaviors by students, which threaten or intimidate other students in class.
This sort of behavior also makes students feel unsafe. Students need the security of a
classroom environment where the expectations are clear and enforced consistently. This
consistency provides students with a sense of safety, which in turn allows the student to
experience acadernic success because they are not worried about other things.
Instructional delivery provides another area of focus. Guiding questions in this
area were used to determine how my instructional delivery method affects student's
success in my classroom. The following questions are specific to the area of instructional
delivery: Do I center my curriculum in the middle and leave the academically higher
level and academically lower level students by the wayside? Do students feel that they
are able to take academic risks in my classes? Is the fear of academic risk taking
associated with the relationship the student has with me as their teacher? The idea of
student success related to the relationship with the teacher is at the core of my teaching
philosophy. If a student believes that they can achieve academically than they will. It is
my job as a teacher to make sure that students believe in their academic abilities. In order
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to reinforce that belief my assigned work in class must be challenging and perceived as
such by my students.
Students perforrn better academically when they feel cared for and supported by
the teacher (Stipek, 2006). The concept of caring linked to academic achievement is
directly tied to the third area of focus for my interviews, assigned work. Do students
perceive my work as too easy and thus "dumbed down"? Do my students need to be
challenged more academically in my classes? Am I providing the support that students
need to feel successful when challenged? One of the purposes of this study is to see if
students feel supported academically. If students do not feel cared for, supported, and
academically challenged then how can I adjust my teaching to assure that students feel
supported and challenged? Information gathered from the interviews will be used to
adjust my teaching so that students can have a better academic experience in my class
and in turn feel more successful.
All three of the aforementioned areas: instructional delivery, assigned work, and
classroom management have components that relate to teacher and student relationships,
The teacher student relationship is my fourth area of focus. I am trying to determine the
effect the relationship the student has with the teacher has on the success of the student in
class. All areas of the guiding questions have stressed the importance of how students
perceive their relationsnr,rr with their teachers and how that relationship can affect
academic performance. I am interested in this fourth area of focus due to the implications
it has in all of the other three areas.
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Limitations
This study is based on the perspectives of students who are culrently enrolled at
an ALC and are scheduled for one or more of my classes at the ALC. In order to keep
the scope of the study manageable, only students who are registered for classes with me
were asked to participate. Perspectives of students not registered for classes with me,
other teachers, parents, and administration were not considered at this time. That being
said, the discoveries made in this study may provide a basis for another study where the
perspectives not considered will be taken into consideration.
Significance of the Study
The lasting impact of this study will be improved instructional delivery,
classroom management, student teacher relationships, and assigned work in my
classroom at the ALC. The findings of my research will be used to adjust and improve
current practices in my current classroom. In the broader context this study may
influence other ALC teachers to adjust and improve their own classroom practices in an
ALC setting.
This study is designed and conducted in the "Action Research" model. The
desired result was to identify a problem in my educational setting and then to make
recommendations on how to address the problem identified (Mills, 2000). My findings
are directly related to the ALC in which I work. The study was conducted about my
classroorn practices, therefore, recommendations that will be made will be the most
significant to me and my students.
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Setling and Participants
The students who will be interviewed for this study are students attending an Area
Learning Center, or ALC, in the Twin Cities Metro Area. The ALC can be clarified
further as a school that provides at-risk students with academic remediation and/or
additional support, either social or emotional. ALC's tend to be smaller than the main
public high schools. Due to the smaller size, teachers and students are able to engage in
instructional practices that are different than what can be offered at the main high
schools. These instructional practices include but are not limited to small group
instruction, computerized instruction, individualized instruction, career counseling, and
academic counseling.
The student participants in this study will be enrolled in an ALC. The participants
will be enrolled in one or more classes with me and wilt be in the ninth, tenth, eleventh,
or twelfth grade. Grade level will be determined by the students graduation year not
credit earned. This means that a student who i, u r**ffth grader has an expected
graduation year of 2007, and so on. It is possible for a student to be a twelfth grader with
an expected graduation year of 2007 to have a deficit in credit, making it impossible for
them to graduate in their expected graduation year.
At the ALC I am currently designated as a Social Studies and Reading teacher. I
teach four sections of social studies classes: sociology, geography, and two history
courses. I also teach one "foundational reading" which is designed to assist students who
have not yet passed the Minnesota Basic Standards test in Reading to prepare for the test.
The student participants are registered for one of more of the courses mentioned above.
These are students who I see on a daily basis. The student participants either volunteered
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to participate in the study or were asked to participate in the study and agreed to do so
upon my request. Because students were asked to participate or volunteered to
participate the ten students interviewed are not representative of the entire population of
students registered for my classes. The sample, however, provided a group of students
who were willing to discuss my classroom practices with me and have that discussion
honestly.
The participants in the study were students at the ALC. Below you will find a list
of the students and some basic information about them. Pseudonyms are being used to
protect the anonymity of the student participants.
1. Robert is senior who is registered for two classes a day with me. This is
his first year at the ALC.
2. Bob is a senior who is registered for one class a day with me. This is his
second year at the ALC.
3. Mark is a senior who is registered for one class a day with me. This is his
first year at the ALC.
4. Millie is a junior who is registered for one class a day with me. This is her
second year at the ALC.
5. Hannah is a junior who is registered for two classes a day with me. This is
her first year at tlie ALC.
6. Jim is a senior who is registered for one class a day with me. This is his
first year at the ALC.
7. Emily is a senior who is registered for one class a day with me. This is her
second year at the ALC.
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8. Jack is a senior who is registered for one class a day with me. This is his
second year at the ALC.
9. Matt is a junior who is registered for one class a day with me. This is his
second year at the ALC.
10. Nate is junior who is registered for two classes a day with me. This is his
second year at the ALC.
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Chapter Two:
Literature Review
I decided to focus my research on what makes students feel successful in my class
at the ALC after my initial survey into the literature surrounding the success of students
in an ALC setting. After conducting student interviews I began to see four strong themes
emerging (student teacher relationships, assigned work, instructional delivery methods,
and classroom managernent) and a more in-depth literature review was conducted
centered on these themes. The following review of the literature focuses on the four
previously mentioned areas.
Impact of Student Teacher Relationships on Student Achievement
I will define student teacher relationships as the social context in which students
and teachers interact. In "Relationships Matter", Deborah Stipek (2006) states "My
observations confirm a broad body of research that has demonstrated that students
function rnore effectively when they feel respected and valued and function poorly when
they feel disrespected or marginalized" (p.46). The article further explores the idea of
student teacher relationships by asserting that the more positive and nurturing the
relationship is the more productive and more willing the student is to take educational
risks. Stipek makes it clear that being supportive to a student does not mean that ones
academic expectations of that student should be diminished. On the contrary, if the
relationship is supportive, and the student feels cared about, then the academic
expectations shoutd be high, and students will rise to the standards because they feel
supported by their teachers. Stipek (2006) sums up her observations in the following
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statement "The most difficult to reach students will often go all out for a teacher who
demonstrates caring for them as individuals and commitment to their success" (p.48).
Beck and Malley (2003) made clear that in order for students to succeed in the
classroom they must feel that they belong. According to the authors the main component
of belonging is the student teacher relationship. "Most children fail in school not because
they lack the necessary cognitive skills but because they feel detached, alienated, and
isolated from others and from the educational process" (Beck, Malley,2003, p. 13a).
This alienation plays out in the form of students failing classes. Teachers are the front
line, so to speak, and as such play a crucial role in giving the student a sense of
belonging. This sense of belonging offers students the opportunity to experience positive
adult relationships. According to Beck and Malley (2003) the student teacher bond
"creates the foundation upon which a sense of belonging can develop" (p.13a). The
authors assert two key ways in which teachers can foster positive student teacher
relationships. The first way is for teachers to be kind to their students. The other way is
for the teacher to self disclose.
Self disclosure is another way in which the teacher can share a common sense of
humanity with the student. By reducing the power differential self disclosure
breaks down relationship resistance and starts the process of belonging with
attachment" (Beck and Malley, 2003, p.135).
It is clear from this article that in order for students to feel like they can succeed they
must feel an attachment to the school community and the first logical place for that to
happen is in the classroom with the teacher.
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Carol Santa (2006) supports the importance of student teacher relationships.
Santa asserts that student teacher relationships are the foundation for all that happens in
the classroom. "Successful learning in the classroom has far more to do with human
relationships and classroom community than with the content of our classes" (Santa,
2406, p. 467). Students will work to make their teachers happy if they have a good
relationship with that teacher. Santa also makes the link to classroom management.
Santa explained that students will do better in classrooms where expectations are clear
and consistent. Both of these, student teacher relationships and classroom management,
have a profound affect on student success in school.
In another article centered on student achievement Jarvis and Tomlinson (2006)
explain a self-fulfilling prophecy that could work in favor of students. If teachers viewed
students as capable of meeting high academic standards and taught them as if they were
capable of high standards the students would then rise to that expectation. Students
would begin to behave as if they were capable. One can make the leap to see how the
opposite of this could be true as well. If teachers feel students are not capable of learning
and treat them as such, they will in turn begin to feel "stupid", lose confidence, and begin
to fail. Teachers should view all students as capable of achieving academic success; if
teachers hold this view then students will believe this about themselves (Kitchens, 1998).
Montague and Rinaldi support previous claims that student teacher relationships
are key to student success in the classroom. In their 2001 article, "Classroom Dynamics
and Children at-risk: A Followup" the authors suggest the existence of a link between
student teacher relationships and success. If the relationship is supportive and caring than
A ug s 1,''u r.q L) n I I llrrr: l.-ih ra ry
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the students academic performance rises. If the relationship is negative, then the students
will be less academically engaged in school, and performance drops.
The relationship that the student has with the teacher is paramount to the student's
academic success. Based on the review of the literature in this area one could make the
assumption that students in the ALC classroom need to feel supported and cared for by
the teacher in order to thrive academically. Teachers must find ways to foster this type of
relationship with their students. Once the foundation of a good relationship is in place
teachers need to address the ways in which they deliver the curriculum to their students,
in essence, their instructional delivery methods.
Instructional Delivery Methods
Instructional delivery methods will be defined as the mode in which I, the
teacher, deliver or provide academic opportunities to my students. Wehlage (1986)
addressed this issue by using the concepts of educational accountability and educator
autonomy. According to Wehlage (1986) "Accountability refers to the obligation of
educators to be responsible for meeting the requirements of the state and district and also
responding to the expectations and interests of students and their parents" (p. 23).
Teachers licensed in the state of Minnesota are obligated to meet state and district
requirements that must be meet via the curriculum in class. Wehlage (1986) discusses
autonomy as allowing teachers "discretion to allocate resources and establish policies and
practices in ways that benefit some children more than others" (p. 23).
Many authors and researchers have declared one teaching method better than the
rest when working with at-risk students. In "success of a Direct Instruction Model at a
Secondary Level School with High Risk Students" Grossen (2004) defends the direct
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instruction model as the model which produces the best results with at-risk youth. She
explains that the direct instruction model is "designed to accelerate learning by providing
a curriculum that is highly engineered for learning success" (Grossen,20O4,, p.161). The
direct instruction model could be defined as a more traditional educational model where
the teacher provides the instruction and then students practice the skill or information
embedded in the instruction. The author explains a study where the direct instruction
model produced large test score improvements for a group of at-risk middle school
students. The author goes on to describe a debate currently underway which argues
whether or not students enjoy the direct instruction model. In essence the issue is not the
fact that direct instruction works for students, but whether or not students enjoy learning
in a direct insffuction environment.
Edward Hootstein (1996) goes a step further than simply advocating the direct
instruction model. Hootstein developed and advocates a model for instructing at-risk
students called "R[SE". RISE is an acronym, which stands for Relevant instruction,
Interest-capturing student interest, Satisfaction-reinforcing student success, and
Expectation-help students believe in themselves. The author asserts that the "RISE"
model will raise student achievement by helping make students feel more confident and
secure in their academic abilities. The rise model incorporates many aspects of the
instructional delivery models previously discussed, like student self esteem and direct
instructional methods.
Contrary to the findings of Grossen, Hadley and Hadley found in their l99L
article "Motivational Strategies for At-risk Students" that "at-risk students do not perform
in traditional school environments" (p. 57a). The authors assert that there are a variety of
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instructional models and methods that can help motivate at-risk students to be successful
in the classroom. Some of the methods suggested by authors are: the use of computer
software, self esteem building, independent learning, and direct instruction focused on
basic skills. Hadley and Hadley (1991) further explained that while instructional delivery
methods are important, students who feel connected to and supported by the instructor,
have a higher success rate than students who do not feel that connection.
Santa (2006) offers the following advice for teachers regarding instruction
"Include direct, explicit, comprehension instruction as part of their day to day teaching"
(p. a69). These strategies will help students' academic achievement in the classroom.
Santa explains that these strategies are particularly effective with at-risk students.
Differentiated instruction has been proclaimed by some as the preferred
instructional delivery model for at-risk youth. Amy Benjamin (2006) explained that the
essence of differentiated instruction is student choice. Students must feel an ownership
over their education, if they do then they will take more pride and thus do better
academically because they have chosen how to demonstrate their learning. Benjamin
explains that teaching should happen in parallel. She defines this as the "what" (content)
of learning and the "how" (demonstration of knowledge) of learning. Essentially, after a
teacher delivers content/information to the students, the students would then choose how
they would demonstrate their understanding of the content. Benjamin makes a point that
for this type of instruction to work students must feel secure and able to take risks in the
classroom: leading us back to the importance of student teacher relationships.
Linked to Benjamin's idea of differentiated instruction is addressing the varied
learning sfyles of students. Not every person's brain works in the same way and
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therefore not all people learn in the same way. "Learning strategies can be thought of as
specific tactics by which students organize, retrieve, manipulate, and perform in relation
to defined learning outcomes" (Nunn, 1995, p.35). In order for students to feel control
and be empowered by their educational experience they should feel academic success. If
a students' particular learning style is visual then the teacher should combine visual
modes of learning in the classroom. This is done in order to try and assure that the
student is able to demonstrate their learning in the manner in which they are the most
comfortable.
Teachers must address the variety of learning styles their students have, by doing
so students will have an opportunity to demonstrate skills using the style that works best
for them. According to Nunn (1995) "Such learning may have greater relevance for
students, and teaches them that learning is something in which they have a definite role
and purpose" (p. 35). On the contrary if students are forced to learn in a manner that does
not address their particular learning style they may fall behind and be deemed at-risk
because their strengths are not accommodated in the classroom (Marshall, 1991).
Instructional detivery is important to students. The method in which they receive
instruction is likely linked to their academic success. Students must feel successful in the
classroom and there are a variety of methods that can be used to effectively teach at risk
youth. It is suggested that teaching should address varied learning styles within the
framework of a direct instructional environment to achieve maximum student success.
The method of instruction appears to be strongly linked to the relationship that exists
between the student and the teacher. If students feel supported and cared for by the
teacher then instructional delivery method used in classroom is likely to be enhanced, if
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these two things are combined effectively students are more likely to have a greater
chance of being academically successful.
Classroom Management
According to Cecilia Pierce (1994) the classroom is critical for student's
educational development. The author asserts that the "classroom environment may
account for a significant amount of behavioral variance" (Pierce, 1994, p. 38). Students
need to be in a classroom where they feel safe. This safety includes physical safety and
safety to take academic risks. The teacher is responsible for assuring student safety while
students are in their classrooms. Pierce offers some suggestions on how this should take
place. First Pierce felt that compulsive children, often labeled "at-risk", perform better in
a classroom that is structured. Teachers must create environments that emphasize
appropriate behavior and foster common understandings of the appropriate behavior.
This will in turn lead to a belief in the security of the classroom structure which will then
lead to a sense of safety for the students. This sense of safety, according to Pierce (1994),
"helped to increase the students' level of academic achievement" (p. 43).
In "Creating a Classroom Culture that inspires student learning" Quay and
Quaglia (2004) offer suggestions to teachers on how to create environments which foster
safety for students. The authors explain that "the more your students feel that they are a
part of the classroom community, the more likely they are to become connected to the
course, the subject, and even the school" (Quay, Quaglra,2OO4), p. l). This belief asserts
that the community in the classroom creates the safety that students need to feel in order
to become academic risk takers. Taking academic risks leads to the place where learning
really begins to become meaningful to students.
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Jones (1991) lays out further guidelines for creating a safe classroom and makes
the link between teachers' classroom management and students' behavior. Jones believes
teachers who have clear expectations have students who feel safe. Teachers whose
expectations are unclear or unfair, or are perceived as such, do not have students who feel
safe in their classrooms. Jones indicated that one of the major factors in classroom
management is high expectations for all students and the clear communication of those
expectations to students. Students need to know that everyone will be held to the same
standards thus making all students feel like they are in a safe and supportive place
because of equal standards for all.
Kathryn Davis and David Dupper (2004) further emphasized the importance of a
fair and structured classroom environment for at-risk youth. Davis and Dupper (2004)
discuss a phenomenon in which at-risk students feel alienated by unfair disciplinary
practices that they feel single them out for unfair punishment. This in turns leads to the
student acting out further because of feelings of frustration and alienation. The end result
of this cycle is the student failing or dropping out of school. The authors suggest the
following fix for the problem: fair and equal disciplinary practices in an environment
where students feel cared for and treated with respect. These are the environments where
students succeed both emotionally and academically (Davis and Duper, 2004).
Wehlage (1986) goes into more detail regarding some of the major determinants
of student failing school. They are low expectations about the education they will
receive, low grades, and disciplinary problems. Wehlage further asserts that the
perceived fairness of a discipline system contributes to a student's success or failure in
school. When students perceive injustice it alienates them from their educational
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experience, the teacher, or school. Failure is "the observable evidence of that alienation
in which one recognizes that school has rejected the person and the person reciprocates
by rejecting school" (Wehlage, 1986, p. 21). This contributes to the self-fulfilling
prophecy mentioned earlier in which students begin to perceive that they are being picked
on or singled out for unfair treatment, which causes the students to act out or turn off
academically.
The self-fulfilling prophecy that causes students to act out may also be stopped if
the student's individual learning styles are addressed. If the way in which a student
learns, their learning style, is used in a classroom setting interest remains high on the part
of the student thus lowering the likelihood of behavioral issues. Marshall (1990) states,
"Such classrooms are not permissive, and they are manageable. They are psychologically
safe environments that promote active learning, mutual understanding, and respect"
(p. 62). If students are engaged and feel safe, academic success is likely to follow.
Students must feel safe in order to learn effectively. If the learning that is
happening is interesting, then the students are more apt to be on task, which reduces the
chances of students misbehaving in the classroom. It is when students act out or
misbehave that others students become insecure and feel unsafe in the classroom.
Teachers must address all factors that affect classroom management to ensure students
feel that they can be academic risk takers.
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Chapter Three:
Methodolog-y
Framework
The form of research being conducted is "Action Research". "Action research",
according to Geoffrey Mills (2000) in his book "Action Research - A Guide for the
Teacher Researcher", "is an inquiry for those who work in education to gather
information about their particular educational setting with the goal of gaining insight into
and improving whatever situation being investigated" (p. 5). Action research addresses a
primary concern, is not value free, and is flexible. It is for these reasons action research
is based on the qualitative form of research.
Qualitative research "uses narrative, descriptive approaches to data collection to
understand the way things are and what it means from the perspective of the research
participants" (Mills, 2000, p. 4). Qualitative research can take many forms, but one of
the approaches is the face-to-face interview. The face-to-face interview is the method
being employed to gather data on student success in my classroom at the ALC. Using the
words of my participants provides authenticity to my research findings.
Research Design
Ten in-depth interviews with students in my classes were conducted regarding
their interpretations of success in my classes. "The in-depth interview consists of the
researcher focusing on understanding, in detail, how interviewee's think and develop
their perspectives" (Bogdan and Biklen, 1998, p. 3). The interviews took place during
the lunch hour or after school, and were centered on student's interpretations of success
in my classes. The questions were centered in areas that related to student success and
how students interpreted success in my classes.
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Students volunteered to participate in the interviews. The process of recruiting
volunteers began when I made a general announcement to my students (after obtaining
Institutional Review Board Approval) in each of my five classes. The announcement
explained that I was looking for students to interview with me during lunch or after
school regarding their experiences with success in my classroom. I asked any students
interested to see me after class if they were interested. After six students indicated that
they were interested I set a time to meet with them to explain the study in more detail. At
this meeting I read them the consent form and informed them that I would be contacting
parents to explain the study and the consent form to them as well. After parents were
contacted and all parties signed consent, a total of six students had volunteered to
participate in the study. The students who volunteered to participate were all students
whom I knew well and had in class for at least twelve weeks.
I realized that I wanted four more students to interview for my study. To alleviate
my need for more participants I began to approach different students about participating
in the study. I approached students who I may not have known as long to try and get a
less biased sampling of students. After approaching several students four were willing to
participate. The people I approached were students who I did not know very well or who
were not doing very well in my classes. I chose them to get a broader sample of student
participants. The six who volunteered previously were students with whom I had a good
relationship and generally did well in my classes; I wanted to gain a better understanding
of their varied perspectives by interviewing students who may have a different experience
than my six volunteers. I followed the same procedure to obtain consent from these
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students as I did with the volunteer participants. I had ten individuals who were able and
willing to participate when this phase of the recruitment process was over.
Role of the Researcher
My role in the research process was to gather the data to understand the
perspectives of the students. The information from the interviews was then organized
according to the themes that emerged from the student interviews. This information was
then used to make recommendations. In addition to gathering data protecting student
safety and confidentiality were paramount. Obtaining consent from students and parents
before interviews were conducted protected the safety and confidentiality of the
participants.
My role as researcher is intertwined with my role as teacher. I know these
students and I work with them daily in my classroom, I see them in the hallways, and
often I eat lunch with my students. The student participants and I have a rapport. I try
hard to foster a positive relationship with all of my students. The six students who
volunteered to participate in the study are students who I do feel that I have a good
relationship with and I feel that these students chose to participate in the interview
because of our relationship. The four students who I asked to participate are students
who are new to me or are students who I do not know as well as the six volunteers. I
believe that this mix of students has given me results that are useable to me as a teacher
and researcher.
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Data Collection Strategies
Student safety was ensured via discussions regarding the consent form with
student and parents. These discussions informed them fully of the study and what the
risks the students may experience due to their participation. Signatures of consent from
students and parents were only obtained after everyone understood and agreed to the
terms and conditions laid out in the consent form. Finally, all participants were told prior
to consent that they may withdraw from the study without negative affect on relationship
with ALC, Augsburg, or me. Pseudonyms were used when quoting or referencing
students to assure anonymity.
After the consent was obtained data was collected via in-depth interviews with the
student participants. The goal of the interview was to explore the viewpoints of each of
the student participants regarding success in my classes at the ALC. The in-depth
interview allows the researcher to have freedom in the interview process. There is not a
set of predetermined questions that must be asked because this form of interviewing
allows me to follow what the participant is saying instead of guiding the conversation.
Due to the open-ended nature of the interviews I did not have a set of predetermined
questions. I did have an opening question, which I used to start each interview and that
question was: How do you define success in my class? As the students and I talked I
recorded notes, writing down their words so I could capture the meaning of what was
being said. These notes were later carefully transcribed and included my observer
comments. The observer comments were my perspectives on the interview. These
transcriptions will be referred to as field notes.
Field notes give credibility of the information gathered because researchers
become aware of the fact that all of the words used for description in the observer
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comments represent a choice or a judgment on the part of the researcher. Knowing one
may not capture everything adds to the researcher transmitting as much as possible to
paper (Bogdan & Biklen, 1992, p. 119). This rnade it easier for me to look back and be
able to report my findings and omit my biases because they were clearly identifiable in
the field notes.
Data Analysis Strategies
The data analysis process began once data was collected. This process entailed
the analysis of the interviews to identify the statements in the interviews that relate to
each other. Information was then grouped into the relevant categories. This process of
grouping relevant information in to categories is referred to as coding. According to
Strauss and Corbin (1990) "Coding represents the operations by which data are broken
down, conceptualized and put back together in new ways. It is the central process by
which theories are built from data" (p. 23). Coding was done in order to better report my
findings. If five or more of the students had similar comments on something I considered
it a theme. Coding helped to identify the four key themes that emerged from my data,
once the key themes emerged a literature review was conducted regarding the four
themes that emerged from my data.
The data analysis strategy used to develop theory based on the coded information
from the interviews was grounded theory. Grounded theory can be defined as "the
discovery of theory from data" (Glasser & Strauss, 1967, p. 1). The basis for grounded
theory is that data collection and analysis are not separate from theory development. In
fact the data collected should help guide the development of theory and theory
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development should help to guide data collection. Theory development and data
collection are intertwined in qualitative analysis.
Achieving Yalidity
The bias of the researcher is hard to escape. Instead of hiding or trying to hide
bias the use of field notes acknowledges the bias of the researcher in the form of observer
comments. This allowed me to recognize what my biases were and realize how my
biases may have influenced my results. Additionally, I took great care to transcribe the
words of my interviewees accurately. This care with the transcription translates into an
accurate account of the participants words.
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Chapter Four:
Findings
This chapter discusses the findings from the student participant interviews. These
findings represent themes emerging from the data in the four categories of student teacher
relationships, assigned work, instructional delivery, and classroom management.
Definitions of Success
My study is based on student perceptions of success in my classes. It is relevant
at this point to share how the students interviewed defined success in my class at the
ALC, before the discussion of the key themes begins. The following section consists of
quotes from students regarding their definition of success in my class.
Student definitions of success in my classroom varied from interview to
interview, however, many students still associate success with credit earned and grades
achieved. Many students included aspects of communication with me, the teacher, in
their definitions of success. In addition several students indicated the importance of
attendance in their definitions of success. The following is a list of student given
definitions of success.
If I get full credit and get my work done right.
Getting your work done and coming to class everyday.
Having good attendance.
If I am passing the class and we get told every Friday what our grade is.
When I get my gradeslip on Friday and is a C or higher.
Being able to do make up work so that my grade is above a C.
Getting all my work done and earning credit.
Being here to get my work done.
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My grade is a C or higher and my attendance is good.
Trying my hardest and getting good comments from you.
Key Themes
Four key themes began to emerge during the course of my student interviews
regarding student perceptions of success in my classroom. The following areas are
discussions of the themes that developed during the course of the student interviews.
The four key themes are Student Teacher Relationships, Assigned work, Instructional
Delivery, and Classroom Management.
S tudent Teacher Relationships
One of the strongest themes to emerge was that of the relationship the student
feels they have with the teacher. All of the students interviewed stressed the importance
of getting along with the teacher and being able to communicate with the teacher in an
open fashion. Being able to communicate openly seemed to be helped along by the fact
that teachers at the ALC go by their first names; students seemed to appreciate the less
authoritative style of address.
Robert, a senior, is registered for two classes with me and has been enrolled for
the past eight weeks. Robert had the following comment regarding calling teachers by
their first names:
I like to call teachers by their first names, it feels more equal kinda like the
teachers are people too. One of the main reasons I switched schools is so that I
can call teachers by their first names, right April?
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Robert was not the only student who felt that being able to call a teacher by their first
name provided more equality between teachers and students. Bob, also a senior, who has
been registered at the ALC for two years stated:
We're almost adults too. I mean we're all like seventeen and eighteen. It's nice
to call teachers by their first names because it's like talking adult to adult. It
makes me feel more grown up and responsible, kinda like I need to respect this
person cuz they're respecting me.
Many other students echoed Bob's sentiment. It appears that students appreciate being
able to call teachers by their first names because it makes them feel like they are being
treated in a more adult-like fashion. Being treated like an adult makes the students feel
more responsible and respectful.
Other students discussed the importance of open communication as a key to
positive student teacher relationships. The students also stressed that the communication
they have with teachers must be honest. This type of cornmunication on a regular basis
helped students trust their teachers, specifically me. Students often linked this concept of
open and honest communication back to the grade they earn in my classes. It is
important to remember that many students associate success with the grades they earn.
Mark, a senior, who is new to the ALC, had the following to say about the
communication in my classroom:
Man I've never been in a school where you got told your grade every week. That
helps me to stay on top of things. I've had teachers in the other school say 'Oh-
you're fine, your grade is okay' and then I get socked with a D or something.
Here you're just out there every week with our grades. That helps me so much.
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The other thing is the way that you talk straight up to the kids. Like the other day
when you told me to be quiet because I was distracting you from teaching. That's
cool I can respect that. I hate it when teachers say stuff like 'because I said so'
that's so bullshit, you don't do that.
As mentioned earlier many students define their success in my class by what grade or
credit they have earned. It is not a surprise that many student's expressed the importance
of regular communication regarding their grades in my classes as paramount to their
success. Millie, a junior, summed up what many other students indicated by stating the
following:
I always know where I stand with you April. You're not gonna sugar coat
anything. If my grade sucks you tell me I need to improve. If I am doing
awesome you tell me I am doing awesome. No surprises. I like that.
It appears that students like being told what their status i-s in my classes on a regular
basis. Students like the fact that there are "no surprises" and feel respected when the
communication from student to teacher and vice versa is ongoing and honest. This open
and honest communication builds the base for a trusting relationship between the student
and the teacher.
Picking up on the comment made by Millie leads us to another area of importance
to students regarding student teacher relationships. This area of importance is the need
that students have to like the teacher. Many students commented on the fact that they
like me, which makes it is easier to do well in my classes. One student, Hannah, made
the following comment regarding the impact that liking a teacher makes on her
educational experience:
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There are great teachers who know a lot of stuff but can't seem to have a
conversation with their students. They are like cold fish or something. In your
class I feel like we can talk about shoes and then get going on the lesson. I can
talk to you like a person. That makes me want to work for you harder, because I
like you and I want you to feel good about your lessons and stuff.
Jim mirrored that same sentiment regarding the importance of getting along with me as
his teacher.
Sometimes teachers are all power hungry or something. It's easier with you
because I feel like I get along with you so I could tell you if something was too
hard and you wouldn't make me feel stupid. It's easier to talk to you about stuff I
don't get or whatever cuz I know we get along and you're not going to make fun
of me or something.
Emily's opinion of the importance of getting along with the teacher was similar to that of
the other students interviewed. She stated:
It's easier to work for someone you like. Like if people hate their bosses they
look for a new job. If people hate their teachers they don't work as hard. Who
wants to work hard for a jerk?
Most of the other students made comments similar to what Emily suggested. It seems
that students are more apt to put forth an effort in a class if they fleel a connection to the
teacher. This may be due to the fact that students may not want to let down the teacher or
hurt the feelings of the teacher; or it may be due to the fact that students find it easier to
communicate any difficulties they may be having if they have a good relationship with
the teacher.
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Assigned work
All of the students interviewed stated that success was related to grades earned in
my class in some capacity. Students earn grades by completing assignments in my
courses. Students are aware of this relationship and this was evident by the number of
student comments generated in this area. Assigned work became one of my key themes
based on the student interviews.
Many of the students commented on the amount of work in my class and the level
of difficulty of the work. It became clear that the majority of the students interviewed
believed that workload in my class was too high. This sentiment is highlighted by the
following participant comments:
April you know I like you and all but your work is way, wa/, way too
much. Seriously we do like five times the amount of work in your class
than we do in any other class.
We have to read way too much! Why are we reading all the time? It's too
much work.
I do more work in this class than I do in all of my other classes combined.
You must have lots of free time to correct all the papers you give out.
Way too much stuff.
We don't have to do so much work in here; really you can relax on that.
The amount of work and the level of the work given seem to go hand in hand.
Students not only commented on the amount of work but also on the difficulty of the
work being given. Opinions on this matter tended to vary slightly. Some of the students
felt that the work being given was just right, as demonstrated by Hannah in the foltowing
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quote, "It's not too hard. I get how to do most of the stuff so doesn't that mean that it is
just right?" Millie's comment was similar to that of Hannah's. She said, "The work isn't
too hard or easy. I think it's in the middle because I totally get how to do most of it."
Other students were more reluctant to say exactly whether or not the work was too
hard or too easy. These students tended to play both sides of the issue. Robert stated:
Ummm...The work is not too easy; it's just sometimes a repeat from the classes I
took at the main high school. When I asked Robert what he meant he stated: I
may have failed the class but I still heard some of the stuff the teacher was talking
about.
Mark had a similar middle of the road attitude regarding the level of work in my classes.
He concluded "The work is slow on some days but okay on others. You should have
extra stuff ready in case we finish early or something."
Finally, other students could not say enough about the difficulty of the work that
they are expected to do in my classes. Jack stated:
It sucks sometimes because I know that I am going to work my butt off in your
class. You make us do a lot and it's not really easy stuff. You should do less but
make it harder.
Nate's comments were similar to those of Jack's. Nate stated in a very definitive fashion
"It's hard, too hard."
It became clear that the students all agreed that the work load was too heavy. It
was also clear that students had varied opinions regarding the difficulty or ease of the
work being assigned in my classes. It did not matter whether or not they felt the work
was too easy or too hard, they all felt that there was just too much work. The amount of
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work could impede student success. If students feel overwhelmed by the workload they
may shut down and not perform academically. On the other hand if the workload is too
light they may not take the class seriously and not care about performing academically.
Either way the student views it the success of the student is in jeopardy.
Instructional Delivery
Instructional delivery will be defined as the way in which a teacher delivers
information to the class. Not the "what" of teaching but rather the "how" of teaching.
During the course of my interviews it was evident to me that my students were very
interested in the way instruction was being delivered in their classes. Students generally
talked about what kind of instruction works best for them. It became clear from the
discussions during the interviews that there was a standout favorite method of instruction
which was direct instruction.
The following is an excerpt of a conversation that occurred between Robert and
me during his interview regarding Instructional Delivery methods.
Robert: I like it when the teacher teaches something and then we practice the
thing the teacher was teaching us about.
April: Do you mean lecture and then assignment?
Robert: Yeah. I like that.
April: I have you in a direct taught class and an independent study class, which
one works better for you?
Robert: The direct taught because I feel like I learn more, the independent study
it okay but it's boring.
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Other students repeated Robert's idea of the type of class that works best for them.
Those comments are highlighted below:
I like it when the teacher teaches. I don't like just being handed
something to do without anybody explaining it to me.
Working on your own is cool cuz you can earn credit really fast but it
kinda sucks too because independent work is more boring than regular
classes where a teacher teaches.
Having the teacher teach and then give work helps keep me on track. If a
teacher gave me independent study work I would totalty slack off and
pretend to work. When a teacher is up front talking and stuff it hetps you
stay focused.
Teachers who get their lessons all ready and prepare for each class are
teachers who stand in front of the room and talk. Teachers who do
independent study are going out for beers after work cuz they don't have
to plan lessons.
I like the more traditional style of class. I like it when the teacher talks to
us about what we're studying. I feel like I learn more.
Direct instruction can be defined as a more traditional educational model in which
the teacher gives the instruction and then students practice the skill or information
embedded in the instruction. At the ALC, students have many options in what kind of
classes they may take. Some teachers use only the independent study model of
instruction while others only use the direct model for instruction. Other teachers do a
mix of both independent and directly instructed courses.
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My students appeared to enjoy the direct taught classes more than they did the
independent study courses. The general consensus seemed to be that students felt like
they learned more in a direct instruction environment rather than in an independent study
environment.
Classroom Management
Classroom management is the way in which a teacher communicates and enforces
the behavior expectations in a class. Students feel safe in classes where clear and
consistent expectations are present. When students feel safe they are more apt to take
academic risks and thus enhance their learning. My practices of classroom management
became a hot topic during my interviews.
The students had many things to say about my classroom management. One of
the things that student commented on frequently throughout all of my interviews was that
I give students too many chances. Ill-behaving students get more attention than students
who are doing what they are supposed to be doing. Mark had the following comments
regarding my classroom management strategies:
You should discipline the kids more. You're too easy and kids take advantage of
your ease. Take less shit and be more hardcore. It really makes me mad when I
see other kids treating you bad. I get mad cuz you let them and I get mad cuz they
do it.
Jirn agreed with Mark regarding my classroom management strategies, his comments
reflected his agreement:
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You intervene but sometimes you give too many chances. Like if you tell a kid to
be quiet and he keeps talking you give him more warnings. You should just boot
the kid after one warning.
At this point I asked Jim "Even if it was you?" and he replied, "Yeah....I guess but that
would suck". Another student, Bob, explained that I should "intervene sooner with
behavior problems. Bob went on to explain in more detail what he meant by "intervene
sooner", his comments fo[ow:
Teachers do a good job here but kids are out of control sometimes. Teachers
could do a better job if students were under control and there were consequences
for their actions. I guess if you send a kid out of class there's no consequence
beyond that, I mean, they just go hang out with their advisor. So intervening
sooner is good but it doesn't fix the whole discipline problem.
Emily told me during her interview "You let the bad kids get to you. That's what they
want - a reaction. Stop letting them win."
Finally, Matt offered me advice during his interview that is applicable here, he stated:
April, you should push the quiet kids with positives because the problem kids are
just looking for attention. Stop giving attention to the naughties and pay attention
to the under the radar kids.
It appeared that the students were feeling that my classroom management
strategies needed to be tweaked a little. It was evident that many students were feeling
like they were loosing out on attention because I was focused so much on students with
behavioral issues. It was also clear that the students felt that I was spending too much
time warning students with behavior issues, the students clearly felt that I was giving
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students too many chances when they were misbehaving. The misbehavior of some
students takes my time away from the students who are not misbehaving. This is time
that could be spent fostering positive student teacher relationships. Additionally, if
students feel that I don not intervene soon enough with misbehaviors a classroom culture
of fear or discomfort may develop. If students are worrying about their personal safety or
what their classmates are going to do the focus is not going to be on learning but rather
on others behaviors. This shift of focus is not conducive to students achieving academic
success in my classes.
Students defined success in terms of earning credit and doing well in my classes.
In order to do well and experience success it appeared that my students felt that they
needed to have a positive relationship with me, the teacher. If students feel that they have
a positive connection with the teacher they appear to perform better academically.
Connected to academic achievement is the assigned rrork in the class. Students clearly
felt that their success was being limited in my classes because the workload was too high.
Instructional delivery is also linked to student success. Students had preferences in how
they received instruction in the classroom, students preferred direct instruction and felt
that mode of instruction helped them to experience success. Finally, student success is
affected by my classroom management strategies because students can be distracted from
learning by the poor behavior of other students.
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Chapter 5
C onclusions and Recommendations
It became clear through the interviews that the students I spoke to were not afraid
to tell me what they thought about my classroom practices. This lack of fear translated
into real information that has led to me to reconsider my teaching practices related to the
four key themes: student teacher relationships, assigned work, instructional delivery and
classroom management. The following are the conclusions drawn and recommendations
being made regarding each of the four themes.
Student Teacher Relationships
There is little doubt that relationships between students and teachers are an
integral part of the classroom experience. These relationships can enhance or deter from
the educational experience. Students must feel supported and cared for by the teacher or
their academic confidence may suffer. How teachers build upon student relationships
hinges on how they relate to their students in their day-to-day interactions. These
interactions include regular classroom instruction as well as discipline and everything in
between. Teachers see students in public, in the lunchroom, and in school. All of these
interactions build upon each other to create a general relationship between the teacher
and the student.
The students interviewed for this study may have a bias in the area of student
teacher relationships. All the students who participated in the interview did so on a
volunteer basis which may indicate that they have a positive relationship with me because
they were willing to "help me out". The students also may have had a tiesitation to
discuss any complaints that they may have had in the area of student teacher relationships
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because they were still registered in classes with me and may not have wanted to affect
any further interactions between themselves and me. On the other hand the fact that the
students wanted to "help me out" reinforces the fact that the students had a positive
relationship with me. This indicates and is demonstrated in the data that I am good at
building relationships with my students. The students generally feel that they have a
good relationship with me and by all indicators this helps the students experience
academic success in the classroom as well. Students will do well for teachers that they
enjoy and like working with. My study was limited to the students' experiences in my
class alone: because of this I was limited in exploring further student teacher
relationships in the broader context of the ALC setting.
I feel that the students interviewed gave me valid information regarding the
importance of student teacher relationships, despite the potential biases discussed above.
This is because I know the students well and trust that they would provide me with
accurate information. The students who volunteered to participate in the interview were
students who were not afraid to express their opinions of me. One student commented
"This is cool, I love helping you be a better teacher." The students looked at this as an
opportunity to make their experience in my classes better because they were able to offer
me some constructive criticism. This also indicates that the students enjoy sharing their
experiences and felt empowered by having a voice with regards to their educational
experiences. This is a practice I plan to continue because students appreciated having a
voice and the interviews provided that opportunity. The students who participated in the
interviews and I have forged even stronger relationships as a result of the open and
honest conversations that took place during the interviews.
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Not only did the interviews help the relationships I have with the students that I
worked with directly but they will benefit the rest of my students as well. The benefit
comes in the form of a teacher who is cognizant of building strong student teacher
relationships. It is through the interviews that I learned the importance of regular
communication with my students, especially regarding their grades. This is a practice
that I already employ in my classes by giving the students grade reports every Friday. I
will continue to do this because the majority of the student participants indicated that this
was important to them and aided in their success in my classes.
Students also felt that being able to call a teacher by their first name was a
practice that they felt enhanced the student teacher relationship. I struggled with this
concept when I first began teaching at the ALC because I felt it interfered with my image
as an authority figure. Eventually I got used to being called April and it no longer
bothers me. I see that it is beneficial for my students at the ALC to call me by my first
name. This allows the students to feel like they are more equal to the teachers thus
eliminating one aspect of the power struggle that often happens in the classroom.
Students feel more respected and students, in turn, reciprocate that respect. I will
continue to allow students to call me April because of the benefit it provides in affecting
student teacher relationships positively.
Another area that affects student relationships is the likeability of the teacher as
perceived by the students. Many of the students commented on how they liked me and
felt that they could talk to me which opened the door for the student to ask questions
without the fear of feeling stupid. Students indicated that this was achieved through daily
interactions not related to academics; they referred to this as being able talk to me about
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"stuff'. This is achieved through greeting my students daily and inquiring about their
lives in general. In a setting where I have about twenty students per class it is easier for
me to interact with rny students on a more personal level, however, I need to extend this
kind of interaction to as many of my students as possible. This is not an easy feat
because my primary job in the classroom is to teach, but students seem more apt to learn
from a person that they have personal interactions with and enjoy being around. I will
continue to make myself available to my students both before and after class to aid in this
type of relationship building. Occasionally I eat lunch with the students in order to spend
time with them outside of the classroom. I have increased this practice since conducting
the interviews.
Students indicated and felt strongly that communication, respect, and likeability
were major factors that affect student teacher relationships, which in turn leads to the
experience of success in my classroom. I have taken that infcrmation and am
implementing new strategies in order enhance the relationships that I have with students.
I am also continuing practices that students indicated I already implement which affect
student teacher relationships positively.
Assigned work
As mentioned before, students linked success directly to their grades in my
classes. Students earn their grades by completing daily assigned coursework. Students
are very aware of this relationship, and were quite verbal when discussing this area,
which is why assigned work was one of the key themes chosen.
According to student participants the issue was not the difficulty of the work
being assigned but the amount of work being assigned. Overwhelmingly students
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indicated that the amount of work I require them to do is too much. Some students
commented that they do more work in my class than in any other class at the ALC. I am
aware that students may be trying to trick me into giving less work. Almost every
student I interviewed made a similar comment, which leads me to believe that my
workload may be on the heavy side. I do not believe that all of the student participants
conspired together to trick me into giving less work. Student participants indicated a
theme that I have heard all through my years of teaching at the ALC the student
participants and past students agree that I give too much work. Even though the students
comment that I give too much work the majority of my students earn credit from me by
completing the work that I give. It is not that all my students are failing because I give
too much work, however, I have had consistent comments regarding the amount of work
I give to students. Again, the comments are overwhelming in the direction of me giving
too much work. I can see how this could affect student success in my classroom.
Students directly link their success with their grades, which they earn by
completing assigned work. If the assigned workload is too heavy for students to bear,
then they may feel that failure is inevitable. It is possible that students may have the best
intentions, but fall behind in the daily assigned work, and find it impossibte to catch up,
which would lead to failure. The suggestions offered by student participants to give less
work, but to make it more difficult is a valid suggestion. I struggle with this because I
fear that I rnay be making things too difficult for my lower level students thus putting
their success in jeopardy. The other side of this is the desire I have to push my students
to do better and be better students. There is a careful balance I must maintain between
pushing them too hard and pushing them hard enough to do better.
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This grading term I am trying an experiment in one of my classes regarding work
load. I am going to give less work but the work will be more difficult. There will be a
project that students will be required to do in place of some of the daily course work. I
will see if this affects students' attitudes towards success in that particular class. I will
begin to implement that strategy in all of my classes if the results that I see are positive.
The other strategy that I have implemented based on student comments in the
interviews regarding work load, is that I give students thirty minutes of make up time
every Friday. This is a time that students receive their grade reports and can pick up any
missing assignments from me. The students also will have time to get started on make-up
work during the thirty minutes. It is during this time that students who do not have make
up work are given an extra credit opportunity. This has been working very well for me
and the students. The students who need the make up time are able to get materials from
me and ask any questions that they may have about the work at that time. The students
who have no make up work enjoy this time because they are not being penalized for
being all caught up rather they feel that they are being rewarded because they are able to
earn extra credit.
The student interviews helped me to monitor and adjust the work load in my
classes. The long-term affect of this will be an increase in student's being able to feel
success in my classes. Providing students opportunities to complete make up work and
earn extra credit has been motivating to the students and has helped many students who
are behind get caught up and earn a grade that helps them feel successful. I am
experimenting with more long-term assignments and less daily work in one of my classes
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and if this strategy helps the students feel more success I will implement this in other
classes as well.
Instructional Delivery
The mode in which a teacher delivers instruction to their classes is known as
instructional delivery. This is not about what is being taught but about how the class is
being taught. I believe in using direct instruction for at-risk students. I believe that at-
risk students need structure and guidance to feel success in a class. All of my classes are
directty instructed except for one independent study course. In direct instruction the
teacher usually teaches the class via lecture or discussion about a skill or topic. The
students then practice their knowledge about the skill or topic. This practice takes many
different forms in my classes. I try to address as many of the learning styles as possible
during a lesson so that all of my students can be in their academic comfort zone at some
point. The independent study course is different. In this course students are given
choices of activities and they choose what activity they would like to do in order to earn
credit. The student's work on the activity independently and there is no whole class
instruction involved.
It became clear, through my interviews with the student participants that the
students preferred to he in classes that where the delivery model was direct. Students
indicated that classes where the "teacher teaches" help keep them on track and are less
boring than the independent study type courses. Students also commented on the fact
that they feel like they learn more when they are in a direct instruction class as opposed
to an independent study class. The majority of my classes are directly taught, within this
framework I try to incorporate as many different activities as possible so that the students
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are experiencing auditory, kinesthetic, visual, and hands on learning. This is done to
ensure that as many learning styles as possible are addressed to maximize student
success.
I analyzed the credit I awarded last term, curious to see if the credit awarded in
my independent study course and my directly taught course backed up the student
perceptions. Below is a chart that shows the credit amounts awarded in one independent
study course taught by me and one of the courses that is directly taught by me. It is clear
from looking at the charts that students registered for the independent study course
earned less credit than those students in the directly instructed course. Full credit is .25
or more- In the independent study course fourteen students out of eighteen earned less
than the .25 possible credit. On the other hand in the directly instructed course twelve
students out of eighteen earned .25 credit or more.
Amount of Credit Earned in by Student in a Independent Study Course
0 084 .167 "r< 333 .5
3 Students 3 Students I Students 3 Students 0 Students 1 Student
Amount of Credit Earned by Students in a Directly Instructed Course
0 084 .167
.25 .333 \
2 Students 2 Students 2 Students 9 Students 3 Students 0 Students
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It is clear that student perceptions about direct instruction working better for them
are correct. In the two classes analyzed students earned more credit in the class that was
directly instructed. According to the student interviews this is because the direct
instruction helps them to stay on track. Independent study courses provide opportunities
for students to "slack off' and fall behind which inhibits the students' ability to earn full
credit.
Student participant's comments and the analysis of credit awarded align. This
indicates that direct instruction does work better for students in my classes. This finding
reinforces my belief that at-risk students do well in a highly structured direct instruction
environment. Knowing this, I will advocate to teach direct instructed courses at the ALC
instead of independent study courses. Teachers face a pressure at the ALC to do
independent study courses because the administration feels that students do better in these
kind of courses and earn more credit. In my classes this is not true. Students associate
success with grades and credit, and so I will advocate to teach courses in which the
students can experience success by being able to earn credit.
Classroom Management
Students need to feel safe in order to learn, complete work and earn credit. This
in turn enables the students to feel success. I, as a teacher, must create an environment
where students can feel safe in order to learn. This is where my classroom management
practices come under examination. I strive to provide my students clear expectations and
consistent enforcement of those expectations so that everyone can feel safe to learn in my
class. It was a surprise to see that the student participants had some very valid criticisms
of my classroom management polices.
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Most of the student participants agree that my discipline policies lack on
enforcement. The interviews reveal that the students feel that I give students who are
misbehaving too many chances. Several of the students told me I should only give
students one chance and if they don't comply with my requests I should send them out of
class. This was difficult for me to hear. I did not realize that I was giving so many
chances to students who have behavior issues. After spending some time monitoring
rnyself and my discipline practices I realize that the students I interviewed are correct.
My lack of follow through with "naughty" students could have a negative impact
on other students in the class. Allowing disruptive behaviors to continue unaddressed
affects the learning for everyone in the class. The disruptive students are pulling students
who are trying to work off task. This increases my frustration, which affects the climate
of the classroom, and ultimately the students begin to loose respect for me because I lack
follow through. All of these items contribute to a lack of safety in my classroom.
Students need to feel safe in order to take academic risks, which makes learning
meaningful for them, which in turn contributes to the student experiencing success in the
class.
I can imagine a multitude of scenarios where students who would have
contributed to class discussions did not because they were afraid of what their peers
would say to them, and even more afraid of me not protecting them from their peers. The
thought makes me feel terrible. It is not my intention to have students feeling unsafe in
my classroom.
I set out with the intention to not give as many chances to students demonstrating
disruptive behavior after the student interviews. Students now get one warning, and if
I
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their behavior continues to be disruptive that student is asked to leave the class
immediately. This has not been an easy process for me or the students. I have been
called all manner and variety of names and the administration is not necessarily
supportive either. When students are sent out of my class they must go see their advisor
but advisors are not always available to deal with students who have been sent out of
class.
It is important to note at this point that limiting the amount of chances given to
students may have an adverse affect on some of the population that attends the ALC.
Giving more chances to some students may actually allow that student to remain in class
and be academically successful. In addition to experiencing academic success that
student and I may begin to foster a positive relationship which would enhance the
academic success simply because I did not kick them out of class right away. There is a
tension between maintaining a safe classroom environment and accommodating all of my
students. At this point I have begun the policy of limiting the amount of chances given to
students for behavior disruptions.
It has taken some time but I noticed a decrease in the amount of disruptive
behavior in my classes. This may be due to the fact that students are now aware that I
will follow-through and send them out of class for noncompliance. It could also be due
to the fact that I am gaining a reputation at the ALC and students with chronic behavior
issues do not register for my classes. Either way I feel that I am on my way to creating a
safer classroom environment where my students can learn more effectively. Revising my
behavior management strategies is a work in progress and it is something that I am
working on daily.
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Questions for Further Research
I have only scratched the surface of what could be learned regarding student
success in an ALC setting. There are multitudes of ALC's in the state of Minnesota with
more being added everyday. Many studies have been done which explain why students
end up at an ALC but not much has been done regarding why or if students feel
successful at ALC's.
This study focused solely on my classroom and classroom practices regarding
student success. The study could be broadened to explore how or why the ALC as whole
helps all students experience success. It would have been interesting to survey the entire
ALC population at my site to gather more information regarding teaching style, assigned
work, classroom management, and student teacher relationships. My student participants
represent students who register for my classes and this may have affected my results of
my student interviews. I did not speak to students registered for other classes to gain
their perspective.
There are ALC's in the state of Minnesota that are strictly independent study. It
would be interesting to compare the graduation rates or credit earned amounts to ALC's
who have more of a traditional direct instruction model. It would be interesting to survey
students at an ALC and students at a main high school regarding their experiences in their
respective schools. Which group experiences the feeling of success and why? Which
group is actually more successful and why?
As I stated earlier, I feel that I have barely scratched the surface of the
information that is possible in the realm of ALC's and the success of their students. My
study focused student perceptions of success in my class alone. The perceptions of
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success and ALC students could be expanded in numerous ways and could be looked at
through a variety of different lenses.
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ChaBter Six:
Self Reflection
I have learned many things about myself as a teacher by conducting this study. It
has been an eye-opening experience to view myself and my teaching practices through
the eyes of my students. The information gathered and presented in this research will
help shape my teaching for years to come. Additionally I have learned many things about
myself as a learner by undertaking this action research project. These are also things that
I will carry and use throughout my lifetime.
The student participants were candid with me regarding my teaching practices. I
knew that my practices could affect student success in my classes but I had never viewed
it from a student perspective. The four key themes that developed from the student
interviews (student teacher relationships, assigned work, instructional delivery, and
classroom management) demonstrated exactly how student perceptions of my teaching in
these areas can and does affect success in my classroom.
The relationship between the teacher and the student is key for student's feelings
of success in the classrooms. Students need to feel the connection to the teacher in order
to feel secure enough to ask questions and enjoy spending time with me on a daily basis.
I learned that the key to building these relationships is the day-to-day interactions I have
with my students. It is the greeting at the door and the small talk before class that can
really make a difference. Students also stated that communication is key in the fostering
of relationships. They want me to be honest and open with them regarding their
performance in my classes. This helps the students to know exactly where they stand
with me at all times with regards to their grades. I believe that this gives the students a
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sense of security in my classroom and with me as a person. This sense of security builds
trust, which again helps the students feel like they have a good relationship with me.
I do things well in the area of student teacher relationships. I feel that the students
generally feel that they have a good relationship with me, and finding this out made me
feel good. It is important to note that I need to try and foster a positive relationship with
all of my students, which is difficult when I see ninety-eight students a day. Hearing how
important it is from the student perspective has given me the impetus to try and reach out
to more of my students regardless of the difficulty.
In the area of assigned work I learned that I expect my students to do too much
work. I was surprised to realize that students felt so strongly about the workload in my
classes. I have taken the advice given to me by the student participants into consideration
and am experimenting with the workload in one of my classes to see if it works for me
and the students. I struggle with this because there is a perception that the ALC has a
"dumbed down" curriculum and I certainly do not want to live up to that perception. I
must adrnit that I may be overcompensating for the perception of the easier curriculum by
working my students too hard. I don't have any definitive answers on this yet but I am
exploring other possibilities related to the amount of work I assign in my classes.
The results that the instructional delivery model that works best for students
confirmed by beliefs. I have felt strongly that the at-risk students I work with need a-
highly structured classroom environment, and that the direct instruction delivery model
provides that structure. Students felt that they were kept on track by this type of
instruction and indicated that they become bored in the independent study courses. I
agree and my credit analysis supports the student perceptions as well. This finding is
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useful for me because it not only confirms my personal philosophy but gives me the tools
I need to advocate for directly instructed courses at my site because they increase the
success of my students.
I was most affected by what I learned from the students in the area of classroom
management. I was not aware that I was being too easy on the students with my behavior
management strategies. It was clear from the students that they felt that I was being too
lenient with disruptive students. This leniency has a grave affect on the perceptions of
student safety in my classroom. Students do not feel safe in an environment where there
are few consequences for bad behavior. This lack of safety can lead to a disruption in the
success that students experience in my classroom. If students don't feel safe, they don't
participate, and their learning is distracted by the disruptive behavior of their peers. This
is an unacceptable situation. Hearing student participants say that I was too easy on
disruptive behavior was hard but helpful. I have since adjusted my behavior management
policies. I have begun to notice a decrease in disruptive behavior and an increase in
on-task behavior. These changes are positive and I cannot thank my student participants
enough for bringing this matter to my attention.
Teaching is a passion for me and I am always looking for ways to improve my
teaching. Undertaking this research and learning how to conduct action research has
been a skill that will be useful for my lifetime. I am capable of affecting change in my
life and communicating the affects of that change is just as powerful. This whole process
has been a learning experience that has long-term implications for my teaching and for
me as a learner. Having the knowledge to make changes in my classroom and to help my
students experience success is a powerful experience.
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